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Deutsche Bank closes USD 50 million 
Essential Capital Consortium fund 

Fund provides debt financing to social enterprises in energy, 
health and microfinance sectors  

Deutsche Bank’s Global Social Finance Group today announced the closing of the 
Essential Capital Consortium (ECC), a five-year USD 50 million social enterprise 
fund, which is part of its family of social impact funds first launched in 2005.  
 
With a list of investors including Church Pension Fund, MetLife, Inc., Agence 
Française de Développement (the French Development Agency), Deutsche Bank, 
Calvert Foundation, Prudential Financial, Inc., the Multilateral Investment Fund, 
member of the Inter-American Development Bank Group, Left Hand Foundation, 
IBM International Foundation, Tikehau Capital, Salvepar, Cisco Foundation and 
the Posner-Wallace Foundation, the ECC will provide debt financing to social 
enterprises in the energy, health and Base of the Pyramid financial services 
sectors. The Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) is 
also providing ECC with crucial credit enhancement support.  
 
The ECC, which will finance 25 social enterprises including microfinance 
institutions (MFIs) expanding their offerings of financial products, has made its 
first round of loans to three organizations: Sproxil, a developer of a patented text 
message-based drug authentication system; Tiaxa, a provider of “nanocredits” to 
poor consumers in developing countries via mobile phones using big data 
analytics; and Arvand, a Tajikistan-based MFI providing innovative “green loans” 
to finance solar panels, clean cookstoves and other energy efficient products. 
 
“The Essential Capital Consortium is a pioneering fund that aims to finance the 
growth of social  enterprises as vehicles to achieve measureable benefits in 
improving the lives of the poor, bringing together well-respected and similarly 
motivated investors to fill an existing capital gap,” said Gary Hattem, Head of the 
Global Social Finance Group at Deutsche Bank. “As part of Deutsche Bank’s 
ongoing commitment to microfinance and the impact industry, the ECC provides 
responsive debt capital to support the next generation of social entrepreneurs 
globally who are redefining a market approach to addressing fundamental 
humanitarian challenges.” 
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Deutsche Bank was the first global bank to establish a socially motivated 
microfinance fund in 1997, managed by its Global Social Finance Group. Since 
then, the Bank has partnered with more than 130 MFIs in 51 countries, benefitting 
as many as 3.9 million low-income entrepreneurs through USD 1.75 billion in 
financing.  
 
Learn more about the Global Social Finance Group.   
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Deutsche Bank is a leading client-centric global universal bank serving 28 million clients 
worldwide. Deutsche Bank provides commercial and investment banking, retail banking, 
transaction banking and asset and wealth management products and services to corporations, 
governments, institutional investors, small and medium-sized businesses, and private individuals. 
Deutsche Bank is Germany’s leading bank, with a strong position in Europe and a significant 
presence in the Americas and Asia Pacific. 
 
This release contains forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not 
historical facts; they include statements about our beliefs and expectations and the assumptions underlying 
them. These statements are based on plans, estimates and projections as they are currently available to the 
management of Deutsche Bank. Forward-looking statements therefore speak only as of the date they are 
made, and we undertake no obligation to update publicly any of them in light of new information or future 
events. 
 
By their very nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important 
factors could therefore cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking 
statement. Such factors include the conditions in the financial markets in Germany, in Europe, in the United 
States and elsewhere from which we derive a substantial portion of our revenues and in which we hold a 
substantial portion of our assets, the development of asset prices and market volatility, potential defaults of 
borrowers or trading counterparties, the implementation of our strategic initiatives, the reliability of our risk 
management policies, procedures and methods, and other risks referenced in our filings with the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission. Such factors are described in detail in our SEC Form 20-F of 20 
March 2014 under the heading “Risk Factors”. Copies of this document are readily available upon request or 
can be downloaded from www.db.com/ir.  
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